Georgia on My Mind
Well, Susan AF4FO, my Elmer and predecessor so named this letter as “Georgia on My Mind”.
Obviously done by a woman with a writer’s talent, I had none of those attributes and saw no
need to change the name. It remains for you to watch and see how my successor puts his own
twist on this and other things. Now due to some problems related to age (visual impairment due
to macular degeneration, and fingers not doing my bidding on the keyboard for example) I have
looked for and found one to recommend as replacement. David Benoist AG4ZR who has been
your Section Emergency Coordinator has the temperament, skills, and commitment to do a
great job. Of course I, as a dedicated ARRL, member will support David and the Georgia
Section in any way he chooses and as my abilities allow. I am going nowhere and will be at
hamfests and on the nets and maybe operating more. I have seen situations where a prior
leader remained in the area to make comments from a corner causing division and confusion.
Susan didn’t do that to me and I’ll not do that to my successor. It has been great! No “73”
here, but CUL.
*****
Amateur Radio a Hit at Maker Faire Atlanta Norm WA4ZXV and Martha W4MSA worked with
many others and report this:
Maker Faire Atlanta was a very successful event. Four North Georgia clubs combined funds
and efforts to create a great interactive exhibit at the Decatur housed event.
For those that have never been to a Maker Faire, it's about technology and methods to "make"
things. It's generally a STEM oriented event - a lot of simple projects, many encompassing
electronics. The real stars of the show are the "Make" communities. In many counties, there
are groups that get together, find some reasonably priced space and put together a shared
workshop. Wood, metal, electronics, robotics, computers and more are designed, studied and
built. The ability to share resources is probably the biggest draw. But that's just a start for the
Maker Faire. There were close to 100 exhibits. Most were interactive. Cigar box guitar
building, blacksmiths hammering out usable tools, Amateur Radio showing off some of the early
text messaging tools, and messaging without the internet. FAA was there
showing how the controls work on a small aircraft. There were
multiple drone races, some ending in dramatic, spectacular crashes.
We talked to and handed out literature to most of the multiple thousands of Faire attendees
(20,000-30,000). We helped our guests build a couple hundred blinky lights, sent over 300 text
messages from a 60's teletype machine, handed out CW proficiency certificates to a continuous
stream of telegraphers and demonstrated FLDIGI digital messaging keyboard to keyboard.
There was the W4Y Special Event station. We sent a couple teams of young roving reporters
out to interview guests and allow them to talk on the radio. W4Y QSL cards were available back
at our booth for people interviewed by those reporters. Folks of all ages asked for information
on how to become a ham; thanks to AtlantaHams.com, we were ready to provide easy access
to that information.
And oh yes. Put up 4 tents, 9 tables, 12 chairs, two or 3 vehicle loads of supplies and signs.
And then took it all down at 5 Sunday afternoon.
We feel that this event puts Amateur Radio in front of thousands of individuals. We know many
of them stopped by our booths. We handed out club, hamcram, meeting info, hopefully, giving
our guests a taste of some of what we do for fun.
Primary clubs were GWINNETT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY, NORTH FULTON AMATEUR
RADIO LEAGUE, ALFORD MEMORIAL RADIO CLUB, ATLANTA RADIO CLUB. We had help

from NORTH GEORGIA QRP CLUB and I'm sure others. We were especially impressed by the
helpfulness of students from the Mill Springs Academy Radio Club. It took all of us to make it so
successful.
All of this report is certified as plagiarized.
**********************
Matthew
Now out at sea and good riddance, this hurricane left devastation in Florida through North
Carolina after worse damage and loss of life in Haiti and the Bahamas. Amateur Radio was
there. The National Hurricane center with the Hurricane net on 14.325 and 7.268 were very
active throughout and ARES in several Sections also. David AG4ZR and Charles K4GK set up
the plan for Georgia. The Section Net was on 3.975 all night on Friday night and local areas
used their repeaters also.
WB4NFG had the Peachstate Intertie available (see <Peachstateintertie.com>). Another intertie
in the east was set up by Worth Clark KG4PXG and Glenn W4ULB. John WB4QDX (“Mr. Dstar”) had D-STAR active on Ref 030B with provision for another reflector if needed for small
group activity. D-Star was the salvation in Savannah where several stations were dedicated to
communications between the E.O.C.’s there. When the local repeater went down they switched
to Pembroke.
The GEMHSA SOC was activated on Thursday 6 Oct, 2016 at 0700hrs. Jim K9APD (ex
WB4NWS) reports ESF, (Emergency Support Function), personnel running 12hr shifts. SOC
station WX4GMA was activated on Fri 7 Oct,
2016 at 0700hr L also running 12 hr shifts.
FREQS/MODES: 3975.0KHz LSB Pri, 7287.5KHz Alt. 14.325KHz USB NHC D-STAR REF
30B, ECHOLINK: GEORGIA CONFERENCE DIGITAL MODES AVAIL: Fl Digi & DM-780: PSK,
OLIVIA, MT-63 WINLINK WEBEOC NWC Website
WX4GMA OPERS
Mike Crowe, AJ4GU/AAA4GA3 0700hr to 1900hr 7 Oct Jeff Cawley, WN4JC 1900hr 7 Oct to
0700hr 8 Oct Tom Holcomb, K5AES/AAA4GA9 0700hr 8 Oct to 1500hr 8 Oct
Mutual Aid Team Support, (MATS), DEC Jeff Cutchins had prepared an extended operator
roster for WX4GMA manning on thru Mon morning 10 Oct,
2016
MESSAGE TRAFFIC, 3975.0 KHz
Fri 7 Oct, 7AM to 7PM: The HF message traffic consisted of shelter updates from coastal
counties and periodic NHC station WX update info passed on to the GEMA director.
Sat 8 Oct, 7PM Fri to 7AM Sat: Early morning from around midnite to early daylight hours trafffic
activity was D-STAR coastal county related and latest WX update info from a NWC website
monitored by WX4GMA & passed on to coastal county stations.
Sat 8 Oct 7AM to 3PM: There was no traffic passed to WX4GMA, the ARES net had become
quiet except for occasional station check-ins. The NCS, K4GK, placed the ARES net in
'Monitor' mode at about 11:00 AM due to no net activity for the past 1.5 hrs.
After consulting with the State Warning Officer WX4GMA sta was closed at 3PM WINLINK The
Winlink messages were periodic status updates from the GSDF.
NWC Website was made available by Jeff Cawley, WN4JC.
ECHOLINK, Georgia Conference
The Ga Conference node on Echolink provided an immediate update for storm related
conditions, coastal county stations could be heard exchanging storm related info.

Note:
The WX4GMA single operator could handle most of the commo if one radio/mode was being
utilized but if multi-radios/modes were active..or where conditions were of an extreme nature, a
single operator would be overwhelmed.
Tom Holcomb/K5AES DEC GEMA SOC/ARMY MARS AAA4GA9 Mike Crowe/AJ4GU/ADEC
GEMA SOC/ARMY MARS AAA4GA3 Jeff Cawley/WN4JC/ADEC GEMA SOC
Additional Info:
On Thursday afternoon 6 Oct, 2016 both ARES and ARMY MARS personnel were called on to
provide technical assistance and a station oper to a
FEMA SHARES station located in Atl. Norm Schklar, WA4ZXV, (ARES &
MARS oper), installed connectors on a Kenwood TS-2000 power cable and ARMY MARS oper
Steve Catani, AAA4GA7, operated that same FEMA station in the SHARES net.
[Ed note: In the “I wish I had also done that column” I am impressed that with his training Jim
started immediately with a blank ICS 205 form and an ICS 214. You do know about these, don’t
you?
Look them up!] So much of this report comes from K9APDD Jim’s 214.
Did I leave anybody out? Of course I did and I am still getting new reports as I write this. No
way to get all the hams who contributed meaningfully to such a big event in spite of loss of all
commercial power and some loss of local generators and antennas. They found a way to get
through. David AG4ZR found Echolink with connectivity to NHC to be valuable and feels that
more emphasis needs to be considered in the future for this mode. Maybe all of us in ARES
should consider getting a headset to be efficient in this otherwise free mode via computer. A
few calls I contacted included N4CEM K4SVJ, WA4ZHC, KC4MKD W4ECA, KK4KKZ, KI4TYO
and N4CEO. Thanks to all!
***
Three hamfests scheduled in Georgia in the remainder of the year. Rome (Al Brock Memorial)
this weekend. see http:/w4vo.org.
The Savannah Tailgate is CANCELLED. You know why.
Finally there is the biggest one in Georgia, the Georgia State Convention, Stone Mountain
Hamfest in Lawrenceville on November 5.
http:/WWW.stonemountainhamfest.com.
Monthly Section Emergency Coordinator Report to ARRL Headquarters
ARRL Section: GA, Month: SEPTEMBER Year: 2016

AMATEUR RADIO EMERGENCY SERVICE
Total number of ARES members: * 1027 Change since last month= +96
reported (+, -, or same)
# of DECs/ECs reporting this month: 55, # of ARES nets active:
239 , # with NTS liaison: 16
Calls of DECs/ECs reporting: see below
Number of drills, tests and training sessions this month: 571
Person hours: 2439
Number of public service events this month:

31

Person hours: 2123
Number of emergency operations this month:

41

Person hours: 328
Total number of ARES operations this month:

643

Person hours: 4890
Comments: see below
ASECs/DECs/ECs reporting
ASEC/DECs:
DEC Air Force/MARS/WB4BDP, DEC ARESMAT/AB4HF, DEC Central/WB4KNU, DEC Civil Air
Patrol/N4TAW, ASEC Digital Communications/KG4VUB, DEC GA Baptist Disaster Relief
(Southern Baptist Disaster Relief)/AF4DN, DEC GA Public Broadcasting/WB4QDX, DEC
GEMA/K5AES, DEC Handiham/N0FBV, DEC Metro Atlanta/W4IGE, DEC National Weather
Service-Peachtree City/KD4YDC, DEC Northwest/KS4JR, DEC Salvation Army/WA4UJC
ECs:
Central:
Bibb/W4JMB, Crawford/WB4NKU, Dodge/KC5AVR, Houston/KJ4QFF, Jones/N5BI,
Lamar/N5FBI, Laurens/K4DBN, Macon/KI4BEO, Monroe/KK4TLG, Peach/KKWTO,
Pulaski/N4TUA, Putnam/N0COW, Washington/K4GK, Wilkinson/WB4FNG
Metro Atlanta:
Butts/K3GWK, Clayton/AJ4GT, Cobb/N5RCK, Fayette/AG4ZR, Gwinnett/W4IGE,
Newton/WA4UJC, Paulding/K4DMF, Rockdale/WN4JC
Northeast:
Greene/N0COW, Hall/AF4GT, Towns/W4VFZ, Walton/KJ4NMO, White/KR4AE
Northwest:
Catoosa/KM4EDM, Floyd/KA5QFI, Gilmer/KE4ZX, Gordon/AF4DN, Murray/KM4SHN,
Pickens/K4SJR, Whitfield/AI4ZV
Southeast:
Bacon/KJ4WX, Chatham/K4SDJ, Effingham/KB1WWW, Tattnall/KK4EHE
Southwest:
Colquitt/NX4AC, Dougherty/Vacant
West Central:

Muscogee/K4BLL, Troup/N4VPI
Comments:
DEC Air Force/MARS/WB4BDP: MARS is releasing a new software set to improve encryption
and integration of high baud rate wide band width digital functions If you are interested in AF
MARS, contact, AFS4GA@afmarsR4.org. We can also forward requests for Army MARS to
them. Submitted by WB4EEL AF MARS State Director
DEC ARESMAT/AB4HF, 5 hrs this month working list for available folks to work Mutual Aide
DEC Central/WB4KNU, Misc activities were me, DEC central meeting with and on phone with
and also e-mailing help to the new ECs in the District get ready for SET Oct 1st. All the new
ECs participated in the SET.
DEC Civil Air Patrol/N4TAW, Weekly Southern Linc Test: The purpose of Central Georgia
Interoperability Network is to deliver maximum communications support to all public safety
agencies of Central Georgia requiring immediate fire, police, or ambulance responses in the
most efficient manner when regular communication’s is interrupted.
ASEC Digital Communications/KG4VUB, GA Section ARES and District Digital Nets: ARES
Section Digital Net Day: Sunday Time: 2pm-5:45pm Eastern Program: RMS Express/Winlink
Address: WX4GMA
(WX4GMA@Winlink.org) ARES Section Digital Net Day: Sunday Time: 4pm Winter / 5pm
Summer Eastern - 2100 UTC Frequency: 3583 kHz USB, offset
1000 Protocol: PSK125 ARES Section Digital Net Day: Sunday Time: 4:30pm Winter / 5:30pm
Summer Eastern - 2130 UTC Program: D-RATS Port:
net:gaares.ratflector.com:9000 ARES State Digital Net (NCS: Central
District) Day: Monday Time: 8:30pm Eastern Frequency: 3583 kHz USB, offset 1000 Protocol:
PSK63 ARES State Digital Net (NCS: Northwest
District) Day: Tuesday Time : 7:30pm Eastern Frequency: 3583 kHz USB, offset 1500 Protocol:
PSK125 D-STAR Nets:: D-STAR Training Net Day:
First Monday in the month Time: Approximately 8:45pm (follows the Gwinnett County Net - you
do not need to be a member of Gwinnett to
participate) Frequency: Reflector 30B
DEC GA Public Broadcasting/WB4QDX, No activity for September.
DEC GEMA/K5AES, 1. Activated GEMHSA station WX4GMA for Hurricane Herman. 2.
Participated in Special Ops webinar 3. Continued MARS/ARES interoperability
DEC Handiham/N0FBV, We are trying very hard to get other licensed hams to help . But we are
working on it sorry i have a bad report this month will try to do better next month thanks for
understanding Don N0FBV
DEC Metro Atlanta/W4IGE, We are handled communications for the Big Peach Sizzler 10K on
Labor Day again this year. Our SET this year is based around a damage assessment scenario
that we worked on with our EMA department.
DEC National Weather Service-Peachtree City/KD4YDC, No significant activity in Sept.

DEC Northwest/KS4JR, Pickens ARES was part of the GA. Jewel foot race.
WD4AOG, AA4OC & K4SJR. Pickens County D-STAR net Wednesday 9:00pm KJ4PYC
145.0800 1.4+.
DEC Salvation Army/WA4UJC, Thank you for your continued support of the SATERN program
by checking into the various nets.
ECs:
Central:
Bibb/W4JMB, Very quiet on the home front for September. We have made a few changes in the
radio room and are currently still working on drafting Radio Operation Manuals for HF station
and UHF/VHF/DSTAR station operation. This will give a quick reference to those who may
activate and not yet have the skill level or familiarity with the radios in the room. We feel this will
also allow Ham operators outside of ARES to see that our operation here in Macon Bibb is
professional in training and nature.
Crawford/WB4NKU, Misc activities were me, DEC central meeting with and on phone with and
also e-mailing help to the new ECs in the District get ready for SET Oct 1st. All the new ECs
participated in the SET.
Houston/KJ4QFF, The Tri-County ARES meeting was held Sep 22 with 3 Houston County
members in attendance, WB4EEL (AEC), AF4DK, and KK4IB.
Meeting was conducted by WB4NKU (DEC). Plans for the upcoming SET were discussed.
Submitted by WB4EEL AEC
Jones/N5BI, Check-ins this month still on downward trend. Looking forward to more activity in
coming winter months. Thanks to everyone who kept ARES in their schedules this month.
Lamar/N5FBI, Still working to get more amateurs involved. Made presentation with local CERT
team and we may pick up a few people to get their licenses.
Laurens/K4DBN, We closed out September rejoicing that Tropical Storm Karl passed us by.
Now October finds us bracing for Hurricane Matthew.
At least we got our antennas and emergency power checked out during SET 2016. It’s the
season for stormy weather we trying to prepare for the worse and as we hope for the best.
Macon/KI4BEO, Attended Area EMAG Meeting. Three members attended LEPC meeting.
Monroe/KK4TLG, Monroe County ARES took part in the Hurricane nets on 09/02/2016.
Utilizing HF, D-Star, VHF/UHF receiving and relaying traffic as necessary. Bob KK4TLG
participated in the State GEMA meeting and the State ARES winbar. Bob, KK4TLG also
participated in the FEMA "Emergency Alert System Test. On 09/28/2016 Bob, KK4TLG, Craig,
KM4JEX and Corbett, KW4SZ met and planned and prepared to participate in the S.E.T In
October. Central District Digital Nets had 75 check-ins on the
BPSK125 net and 26 Winlink Net check-ins.
Peach/KKWTO, Thanks to all Peach County ARES members who participated in the 2016 SET.
Wilkinson/WB4FNG, Good participation in SET.......

Metro Atlanta:
Butts/K3GWK, Monthly training was a presentation on NVIS propagation and antennas;
KK4KUF, KM4NRP and W4DED activated the Sylvan Grove Hospital station during the monthly
hospital net; K3GWK, KK4SUO and KW4VB attended a GEMHSA WebEOC training webinar;
K3GWK, KJ4TVO, KK4SUO and KM4HOS attended the Mutual Aid Task Force meeting at
GPSTC; Two VE
Sessions: AJ4GU, AK4EM, K3GWK, KI4NWD, KM4HOS, N4TZY, W4DED, KW4VB; Digital Net
participation 6 hours; 8 Nets (4 Voice and MT63 and 4 WL2K). NBEMS Digital Workshop
planned for October 15 at the Clayton County Fire Training Center.
Clayton/AJ4GT, We welcome the new Metro DEC..
Cobb/N5RCK, Cobb ARES rebuilt go-box (using recently repaired hf radio) in preparation for
upcoming events scheduled for October.
Fayette/AG4ZR, Miscellaneous activity includes 911 practitioner activity with the Fayette EOC,
various planning sessions for State ARES meeting, last minute SET planning, and Red Cross
shelter exercise in Coweta County, Gwinnett/W4IGE, We are handled communications for the
Big Peach Sizzler 10K on Labor Day again this year. Our SET this year is based around a
damage assessment scenario that we worked on with our EMA department.
Newton/WA4UJC, We continue to assist the Newton/Covington 911 Center by deploying
several operators each week to siren locations and reporting to the NCS the condition of their
operation.
Paulding/K4DMF, Our participation providing communications for the annual GRITS (Georgia
Rails into Trails Society) bicycle ride in west Georgia and east Alabama was a success.
Fortunately, the weather was good and there was only one event where we needed to activate
EMS. The patient declined treatment and went on. We integrated the Paulding CERT team into
this event to give them some experience with participation in an event out of the county and
showed how we can work together as a team. We look forward to future opportunities to work
together.
Rockdale/WN4JC, Our ARES group had a very good month overall. We added one new
member KM4UGS Welcome Bob!.WN4JC responded to activation at GEMA SOC for Hurricane
support. We participated in Homeland security Readiness Month by setting up station at event
with other served agencies. Also met some CERT folks who may try to get licensed in Amateur
radio.
Northeast:
Hall/AF4GT, Hall County ARES participated in several training and public service events during
September. At the monthly meeting, members reviewed the final plans for the First Baptist
Church Gainesville shelter exercise on the 24th. The FBC exercise director, Bill Wittel, KM4FIL,
discussed shelter exercise objectives and emphasized the role of communications in the
successful operation of the shelter. Also discussed was the plan for setting up Warren Walker’s
NE4T em comm trailer and ARES information booth at the Fourth Annual Personal and Family
Readiness Fair in Gainesville on the 25th. Both events were conducted according to plan and
were highly successful. Hall ARES has participated in all four readiness fairs, informing the

public of radio communications options available to families during disasters and other
emergencies. EC Ron Harris, AF4GT, attended the quarterly meeting of the GHA Region B
Coalition held at Northeast Georgia Health Systems in Gainesville (the RCH for Region B). The
Coalition meetings provide health care organizations, public health agencies, and support
organizations a useful forum for exchanging concerns, lessons learned and best practices to
maintain readiness for emergency situations. The weekly training net is conducted on the last
Wednesday of the month on the alternate repeater, W4TL, 145.31, (-) tone 123.
Towns/W4VFZ, Total Man-Hours included local VHF net for S.E.T. and EC's check-in on 80, 60,
and 40 meter S.E.T. nets on Oct. 1st. All nets were operated under emergency power.
Northwest:
Catoosa/KM4EDM, September was a very good month for Catoosa ARES. It was our first
deployment with our served agency, for the General 100 Relay race. It was a great event and I
believe we were able to demonstrate that we can be a valued asset. As always the future looks
bright Catoosa ARES
Floyd/KA5QFI, KK4IAJ/Eugene and WW4DW/David, contributed information for this report.
Gilmer/KE4ZX, The following Gilmer ARES members, David KK4NTC, Don KK4HJP, Ron
AA4RP, and Jim KE4ZX volunteered for the GA Jewel operating communications at the
Manning Mill location about 36 miles from the starting line at the Dalton Trade Center. Another
year of learning for this team, with the challenges of unpredictable propagation.
Gordon/AF4DN, Lot of activity this month. Two Public Service Events were the GA Jewel and
the Unity Run. The GA Jewel is a 100, 50, and 35 mile foot race across the Pinhoti Trail. The 5K
Unity Run is a fund raiser of the Gordon Co. United Way. During the monthly meeting we built
roll up slim jim antennas.
Pickens/K4SJR, Pickens ARES was part of the GA. Jewel foot race.
WD4AOG, AA4OC & K4SJR. Pickens County D-STAR net Wednesday 9:00pm KJ4PYC
145.0800 1.4+.
Whitfield/AI4ZV, Sept 17 - N4JGW and AI4ZV conducted a Technician Class resulting in 5 new
operators. Sept 22 and 29 N4JGW and AI4ZV conducted hands on training for new hams
including simulated net operations.
Sept
24 - 25 Nine local operators staffed the Trade Center and Stover Road locations for the Georgia
Jewel Race so that race officials would have timely runner status information at the race finish
line.
Southeast:
Chatham/K4SDJ,Activated the CEMA EOC for Tropical Storm Hermine. We established contact
with GA ARES HF Net and ran VHF and UHF local nets.
We also had a local D-STAR net in operation for about 8 hours. We received reports from
Chatham, Bryan, Effingham and Bulloch counties which were reported to the State via HF Net
Control.
Southwest:

Colquitt/NX4AC, Hurricane/TS HERMINE was the focus of this month's activities. The Colquitt
Co. ARES members operated a 2meter FM net as HERMINE approached our area and the
members reported their local conditions. The net was called for the bottom of the hour, every
hour until the net was no longer needed. As the night progressed, the storm proved to be less of
a danger in our area than expected. The net was canceled @ 6:30am the following morning as
most of the danger had passed. Damage reports indicated some power outages caused by
trees down. The situation was closely monitored by NCS - KB4JZ, Phil even after the formal net
was canceled. The group performed well and completed all tasks as assigned. NX4AC - Andy
Clark, EC Colquitt
Dougherty/Vacant, Provided tactical support for Nut Roll Bike tour in SW GA with tours ranging
from 14 to ca. 100 miles In one day.
West Central:
Muscogee/K4BLL, 9/4 Hospital HF Net at Midtown Medical Center. No DStar repeater
availability. 9/23 Met with EMA Deputy Director. 5 Thursday local hospital/EMA nets.
Troup/N4VPI, Check-in for month total: fm vhf115 psk 31 winlink 8 Red Cross Event at Coweta
County. Opened the Troup Co. Red Cross EOC and received traffic from Coweta EOC. Linked
LaGrange and Newnan repeaters for two meter traffic. Digital with psk, and ICS-213 received
via Winlink by RF. N4vpi, KD4HJD, K3IMC, WB4BXO,and KA4BKD were the operators for this
event. Linked the following repeaters on Sept.
12,19,26, the 146.7 and 147.33 in LaGrange with the 145.13 in Newnan for the purpose of
testing communications to be utilized in the MS 150 Bike Ride. Report on MS next month. PSK
net on every MONDAY 9:15 PM 3583Khz, 1500 on the waterfall, WEST CENTRAL DIGITAL
NET.
Signature: Thomas Fuller KE4QCM, ASEC for Reporting
SECTION TRAFFIC MANAGER REPORT
GEORGIA SECTION, SEPTEMBER 2016
PUBLIC SERVICE HONOR ROLL
K4GK 120; WA0CGZ 100; WB4BIK

90

STATION ACTIVITY REPORT (TRAFFIC)
K4GK 117; WA0CGZ 95; WB4BIK 50; K4BAI

10

SECTION NETS
Georgia ARES HF Net QNI 620; QTC 6; Sessions 4 2200 UTC Sunday
3975 KHz K4GK Net Manager
Georgia Single Sideband Net QNI 1741; QTC 11; Sessions 30 7 PM
Daily 3975 KHz KE4VPD Net Manager
Georgia Traffic and Emergency Net QNI 1044 QTC 6 Sessions 30 7:15 PM Daily 3982.5
KHz KI4NGD Net Manager
Georgia Cracker Net QNI 921 QTC 8 Sessions 30
7 AM Mon-Sa
&
8 AM Sun 3995 KHz AF4XZ Net Manager
Georgia Traffic Net QNI 179 QTC 9 Sessions 26
1 PM Mon-Sa
3987.5 KHz WA0CGZ Net Manager

Georgia ARES Digital Net QNI 109 QTC 12 Sessions 4 2100 UTC
Sunday 3583 KHz K4GO Net Manager
Georgia Training Net (GTN) QNI 174 QTC 2 Sessions 30 9 PM Daily
slow CW KG4FXG Net Manager
Georgia State Net (GSN) QNI 320 QTC 62 Sessions 60 7 PM & 10 PM
Daily K4GK Net Manager
Charles Pennington, K4GK
Section Traffic Manager
Georgia Section
That is it for the month and for my time as your Section Manager.
Thank you all for your support. I will treasure the memories for the rest of my life.
Gene

